Bestselling author, award-winning international speaker and
communications consultant Cydney O’Sullivan features as a prominent
thought leader in Celebrity Publishing’s:
“THINK BIG: INSIGHTS FROM SIR RICHARD BRANSON AND INTERNATIONAL THOUGHT LEADERS”.

Sydney, 18 February 2019– Cydney O’Sullivan, Entrepreneur and expert in mentoring business owners to build their authority and become
influencers will appear alongside Sir Richard Branson, Brian Tracy and Dr Rosina McAlpine in the latest of the bestselling ‘Think Big’ book titles.

In Think Big, Cydney shares her lauded STARS Success System, a formula usually reserved for her high-paying clients.
From writing a book and establishing yourself as an expert in your niche, to scaling and expansion plans, Cydney shows readers how to think clearly,
aim for their business goals and achieve sought-after success time and time again, regardless of their given industry.
With multiple high revenue business ventures to her name, Cydney’s chapter is a condensed version of her well-used and well-documented
Celebranding vision that has helped business owners and fellow entrepreneurs generate through the roof sales and establish themselves as authority
figures.
“From multi-millionaires to cutting edge resource providers who are creating tools to make social marketing fast, fun and easy, Cydney has gathered
insights that will make a difference to the bottom-line of any business. Cydney’s book Social Marketing Superstars, and her Millionaires Academy
training program show you how to adapt your business to the new rules of “world of mouth marketing”! —Dr Daryl Grant, Internet Marketing Consultant
THINK BIG: INSIGHTS FROM SIR RICHARD BRANSON AND INTERNATIONAL THOUGHT LEADERS release date February 18, 2019. This new
release shares strategies, advice and knowledge from highly successful leaders that the reader can use to advance their businesses, careers and
lifestyle. Quotes throughout the book inspire and allow the reader to dip into the book to gain daily motivation.
For more information, review copies, to arrange an interview and all other details about Cydney O’Sullivan; please contact:
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